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The land is chief, the people are its servants.
-Mary Kawena Pukui

INTRODUCTION
1





 
 

                                                           
1 South Point and Ka Lae is used interchangeably in this Plan. It refers to the general study area. 
2 Beneficiaries are defined as all native Hawaiians (individuals having at least 50 percent or more Hawaiian blood) 
and their successors. This includes: existing lessees (residential, agricultural, and pastoral); applicants on the Wait 
List; and native Hawaiians who have not applied for a homestead award. 



 
 

 

                                                           
3 The most southern section of land located at South Point is designated as Special District in the DHHL Hawaiʻi 
Island Plan. Areas designated as Special District require special attention and additional study due to unique 
features and resources. 

Ka Lae is a treasured wahi pana for the Kaʻū community and for many 
Hawaiian families. 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 

“It is wahi pana, a sacred and spiritual treasure, a source of pride for our 
community and for many Hawaiian families. It was their first home in the 

islands before moving north.” 

I love South Point because… 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 



 
 

                                                           
4 Listed as the “South Point Complex.” According to the State Register of Historic Places, it consists of Tax Map Keys 
9-3-001: 001, 007, 011. 

Canoe mooring holes (left) and Kalalea Heiau (right). 



 
 



 
 

Salt pans near Puʻu Aliʻi. Photo by H. Powers in 1930. 



 
 

                                                           
5 ArcGIS data of the historic properties’ location were not available; therefore, a map was not produced for this 
plan. 



 
 



 
 



 
 

Photo Credit: Mike Yamamoto 

ʻŌpae ʻula.amo 

 



 
 

                                                           
6 It is believed that ʻōpae ʻula (Halocaridina palahemo)  from Lua o Palahemo belongs to a different species than 
Halocaridina rubra. 

ʻOhai found at South Point. 



 
 



NOTES FROM 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROCESS

Wahi pana such as Ka Lae 
are our connection 

to our past and our future”

PLAN DEVELOPMENT METHDOLOGY
2





 
 

 



 
 

Beneficiaries provide their input during the community “SpeakOut” event.  



 
 

 



 
 

Two teenagers spending time at Palahemo. 



 
 

Cliffs at South Point.  



 
 

 

 



 
 

Dirt bike riders use Palahemo as a jumping point. 



 
 

Cultural layers are exposed in eroded areas. 



 
 

Palahemo is  green from dust 
erosion and algae. 

Tourists drive all over South Point and often get stuck.   

Photo Credit: William Keoni Fox   



 
 

 

Vehicles  parked all over the place, even close up to the cliff  (top); South Point is scarred with a web of paths and 
roads from many years of unrestricted vehicular access (bottom). 



 
 

Existing signs at South Point with graffiti. 

Pile of trash near Mahana Bay. 



 
 

Popular cliff diving area at South Point. 

Hike to Mahana Bay provides  almost no shade. 



 
 

Green Sand Beach is a top attraction for visitors. Visitors drive to the top of the hill which is dangerous. 

Photo Credit: William Keoni Fox   



 
 

Visitors at South Point on a typical weekday. 



 
 

Families rely on the rich fishing grounds for subsistence. 

Existing boat ramp at Kaulana Bay. 



 
 

Fishermen park close to the cliff (left); Heiau used as an anchor for a fisherman’s  tent (right). 



 
 



 
 

Ice cream vendor parked near the fish hoist area (left); Jewelry and crafts sold near the fish hoist area (right). 



 
 



 
 

 

Community members who were consulted during the outreach process felt deeply about  DHHL taking immediate management action for the 
South Point area. The picture above shows ruts as deep as eight feet that cover the landscape, which is a result of the lack of management 
during the past several decades. 



 
 



 
 

 

 



“It is wahi pana, 
a sacred and spiritual treasure, 

a source of pride 
for our community and 

for many Hawaiian families.”

THE PLAN
3





 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

Marine debris found along the coast at South Point. 



 
 

Caution barricade tape used as a temporary measure to protect Puʻu Aliʻi. 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 

Unrestricted vehicular access at South Point has 
resulted in extremely severe erosion scars. 



 
 

Review on Yelp promoting shuttle service to Mahana Bay. 

Long, hot hike to Green Sand Beach. 



 
 

Boat trailers parked near Kaulana Bay. 

 



 
 

Parking fees could be collected at the  security booth on South Point Road. 

 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 

Sample sign from DHHL Kailapa Hawaiian Homestead on 
sustainable gathering. 

(Clockwise from left) Example of: (1) an interpretive display at Lapakahi State Historical Park with information on the 
park’s history and resources; (2) an interpretive display kiosk at ʻAkaka Falls State Park; and (3) an interpretive display at 
Puʻukoholā Heiau National Historic Site. 



 
 

Temporary rock barrier placed around a patch of the 
endangered ʻohai. 

Photo Credit: William Keoni Fox 



 
 

Example of a brochure with a self-guided Interpretive Trail Loop for Lapakahi State Historical Park. 
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Lua O Palahemo 

Palahemo was identified as one of the most biologically significant areas within the DHHL’s 
parcel in the 1993 Hawaiʻi Heritage Program study. As identified by the study, the main threats 
to Palahemo relate to water quality and alien species. One of the main factors affecting water 
quality is erosion caused by off-road vehicles. Man-made substances may also degrade water 
quality, such as use of pesticides, herbicides, trash dumping, sunscreen and bathing with soap 
can all contaminate anchialine pools. Alien fish and prawns introduced into this rare anchialine 
pool may disrupt the delicate ecosystem by competing with native inhabitants, such as the 
endangered anchialine shrimp Vetericaris chaceorum. 

The following actions are recommended for Lua o 
Palahemo: 

 Construct a protective barrier, such as a fence or 
rock wall, to discourage illegal motorized vehicular 
access around or near the pool; 

 Install an interpretive display about the history and 
resources found at this location; 

 Ensure that alien fish and prawns are not introduced 
into the anchialine pool;  

 Prohibit swimming in this anchialine pool; and 
 Debris clean-up and replanting native vegetation 

around the area. 

Based on consultations with DLNR DAR, it is critical that alien fish and prawns are not 
introduced into Lua o Palahemo to protect the anchialine shrimp. It is recommended that DHHL 
partner with agencies such as DLNR DAR and USFWS to provide ongoing monitoring of the 
aquatic resources at Lua o Palahemo. 

Puʻu Aliʻi  

Burials at Puʻu Aliʻi are threatened by large storm events and sea-level rise. Puʻu Aliʻi is 
vulnerable to erosion as it is unvegetated and located close to the shoreline. An inadvertent 
burial was found near Puʻu Aliʻi in December 2015 by kamaʻāina and was reported to DHHL and 
SHPD. The burial was kept in place and buried with sand from a nearby beach. It is believed 
that surface run-off caused by winter storms exposed this area. Over time, the ocean may 
reclaim burials located in the Puʻu Aliʻi complex.  As a result, re-location of the iwi kūpuna might 
be a consideration.  However, re-location should be considered as a last option as preservation 
in place is generally preferred. Extensive consultation with lineal descendants of this area and 
the Hawaiʻi Island Burial Council would be required should re-location of iwi kūpuna be 
considered. 

A rock wall barrier around the perimeter of Puʻu Aliʻi and installation of an interpretive display 
were suggested by the community to prevent further damage to the site. However, an 
Archaeological Inventory Survey for Puʻu Aliʻi may need to be conducted prior to the 

Rock wall in North Kohala, NPS photo. 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 

                                                           
7 Assume the need for ten (10) displays. Costs vary for high pressure resin laminate panels with horizontal 
aluminum frame and/or wooden frame with ʻōhiʻa post systems. 



 
 

Unrestricted vehicular access  at South Point has resulted in deep, wide, and extremely severe erosion scars, ranging from 
several feet to over eight feet in depth.  



 
 

 
                                                           
8 Based on fees listed on the City and County of Honolulu’s website as of March 7, 2016 
9 Based on fees listed on National Park Service’s website on March 7, 2016 



 
 

 

                                                           
10 An entrance station may consist of several features at one or more locations along South Point Road and could 
include a gate, security booth, signage, or other features that may be needed for the appropriate management of 
vehicular access. 
11 Based on consultations with the County of Hawaii,  South Point Road starting at the first pastoral homestead lot 
is owned by DHHL. 

View of possible location to install the  security barrier gate at 
South Point Road. 



 
 

Heavy-duty security barrier gate at Kaʻena Point State Park Reserve. 

Example of a  
prefabricated 
guard booth.  



 
 

View of the smaller parking area near the barracks.  



 
 

                                                           
12 Parking spaces are estimated based on ArcGIS calculations of the area. The main parking area and overflow 
parking area are approximately 37,000 square feet and 8,100 square feet, respectively. Actual parking spaces may 
vary assuming there may be lower efficiency for unpaved parking without striping. 



 
 

 

                                                           
13 Parking spaces are estimated based on ArcGIS calculations of the area. The parking area is approximately 6,100 
square feet. Actual parking spaces may vary assuming there may be lower efficiency for unpaved parking without 
striping. 



 
 

                                                           
14 Kaulana Ramp is a State boat ramp managed by DLNR DOBOR. Based on discussions with a Harbor Agent at 
DOBOR, they are not aware of any rule requiring DHHL to provide 24-hour access to the boat ramp.  
15 Trespassing on private property is a petty misdemeanor and may be sentenced up to 30 days in jail (HRS 701-107 
and HRS 708-814). 



 
 

                                                           
16 Estimate rounded to the nearest thousand; based on a $25-$26 hourly billing rate for 12 hours every day for 365 
days ([$25 - $26] hourly billing rate x 12 hours per day x 365 days x 3 staff). 
17 Based on existing DHHL Forester salary of $55,00 to $75,000. 



 
 

Existing portable toilets and trash 
near the fishing hoist. 

Relocation of existing portable toilets. 



 
 

Examples of entrance signs. 

 



 
 



 
 

                                                           
18 Prices vary depending on size. Assume use of redwood or cedar sign (without the costs for wall, poles, and/or 
installation). 
19 Pole-mounted aluminum signs (.063 mm thickness, UV Laminated) and steel poles. Price varies depending on 
total number of signs, but estimated cost provides 5 @12”x18”; 3 @ 24”x18”; and 4 @ 12”x9”. 
20 Includes weekly maintenance.  



 
 

Example of an entrance sign for a National Historic site. 



 
 

                                                           
21 LAC studies: (1) the ecology and resources of the different environments within a particular national park, (2) the potential impacts of 
various kinds and intensities of human activities on these different environments. Park managers then decide the LIMITS OF ACCEPTABLE 
CHANGE -  that is, the extent and degree of “acceptable impacts” - for the various parts/environments of the park, and thus the related type 
and intensity of human activities that will be permitted in each area of the park.  

22 Some factors to examine when considering fee amounts and projecting potential revenue may include: costs related to the management of 
the place and the restoration and preservation of resources; market demand and Hawaiʻi trends in tourism; willingness of visitors, kamaʻāina, 
and DHHL beneficiaries to pay; and entrance and/or parking fees instituted by other large public parks. 
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23 All participants except for one responded that beneficiaries should not have to pay. The one participant suggested  that everyone should give 
back and suggested a fee between $1 to $5 for beneficiaries. 
24 Based on current fees in March 2016.  



 
 



 
 

                                                           
25 Allows access for 1 full year from date of first use at Puʻuhonua o Honaunau National Historical Park, Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park, and 
Haleakala National Park. 



 
 

                                                           
26 Approximately 240 vehicles were observed on Tuesday, May 10, 2016 between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. Approximately 
25 to 30 cars per hour were observed during peak hours between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. 



 
 

                                                           
27 Assume three guards per day. 



 
 



 
 

                                                           
28 Assume 10 percent of construction cost. 
29 Assume 10 percent of construction cost. 
30 Assume a path of 12,000 feet by 10 feet wide. 
31 Assume a service road of 12,000 feet by 20 feet wide. 
32 Assume 5 percent of total construction cost. 
33 Assume 5 percent of total construction cost. 



 
 



 
 

                                                           
34 A staff person from the State Business Action Center is available on the first and third Thursday of the month at 
the Hilo office and once a month at the Kona office to assist people with registering their business and applying for 
a GET license. 
35 The Hawaiʻi SBDC is a program of the University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo funded in part through a cooperative 
agreement with the U.S. Small Business Administration. 
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In-depth Interviews (2 respondents) 
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Aloha to you all, I wanted very much to say this last night but did 



not want to color the plan. Thank you very much for all your effort and hard work! It is 
a good plan and it addresses all the major issues that were brought to your attention 
as to why we needed help to protect our sacred Kalae. There are of course some things 
that need a little tweaking or minor additions or subtractions but nothing that can not 
be addressed as the need arises! It is a well thought out plan that allows for additions 
or enhancements to it as time moves forward. You all reacted to our concerns in a very 
timely manner; you saw the gravity of human impact on the land, cultural sites, 
ecosystem and the natural resources of the area for this, again, I thank from the 
bottom of my heart.  

Back to work: 

1)The Elderly getting to fishing spots: provide hand carts for their okana. two wheeled 
garden cart? 

2)Emergency evacuation? put in the one way spikes on exist road. if you try enter you 
get flat tires. 

3)I would definitely look in to the Air Tours curtailment. When at Kalae people want 
and need to experience the aina in all it's glory and vastness not be listening to or 
being watched by air traffic. Man needs Nature to be healthy! 

4) The camping issue is addressed by one way spikes on road, out but not in. I feel the 
camping issue can be addressed as the plan moves along and as needs arise. It would 
at some point be an addition to the plan. A rough plan should work for now. 

5) Parking Fee: you called it; Entrance fee is what it is. Everyone must pay something. 
Local Ka`u residents would have a $20.00 yearly immediate family pass. DHHL 
beneficiaries would receive a $15.00 dollar check once a year to purchase their Kalae 
Beneficiary Yearly Pass. Use or no use their individual call. Everyone else pays $10.00 
per vehicle entry. It is going to take funds to protect and maintain this Sacred 
Wahipana. Local fishermen these are the commercial people would be allowed the 
$25.00 yearly fee.  People are funny ; if you give them a puppy they won't take care 
of as they would if you charged 
them even $10.00 for it. Same with a pocket knife; you always make the person you 
are gifting it to give you some money  even if it's only .05 cents. You say it's for luck 
but it is to draw attention to the fact that you just received 
something special. Same with entrance fees!!! 

6) Funds; I do believe Kalae is capable of generating substantial 
revenue. Capitol will be required to get this off the ground. If it can be donated that 
would be lovely. You may need to find a philanthropist who could put 
down the capitol and be repaid without interest over a period of time. Possibly a 
conservation organization. Or could DHHL just fund it and be repaid and that be a 
special fund for this type of project else where on DHHL lands in the State.  I feel 
that once the establishing of the Preserve is done the huge the at least 90% of 
the funds should go back into the Kamaoa DHHL property development and 
distribution of lands to 



beneficiaries. I believe DHHL has an incredible opportunity to do something so spectac
ular for the Aina, the  

 beneficiaries, the people of the State of Hawaii and Visitors that at this moment is 
incomprehensible to most. That young man last night talking about the shuttles and by 
the time he is educated all the spots will be gone. That's what he knows of Kalae; 
shuttles and roads everywhere and I need to get mine. Where as my memory 
of Kalae is one road we stayed on because it was 
not our land; it was very wild and covered in vegetation depending on weather and 
season it was green or brown. I believe for the sake of the Aina, our Kahuna want to 
see the Aina become what it once was and this is totally doable with Aloha 
Aina and time. 

Again thank you so much for this opportunity to be part of this great undertaking. 
My Name is H. A. "Ren" Walker III 
my great grandfather was J.S. Walker 
and pres of legislature and minister of Finance my Family, Kekoa & ka'upu are 
Hawaiian 
 
it seems between outside culture 
and our own state county gov 
there is an increasing limitation 
of Hawaiians to Hawaiian Lands 
 
The idea of enclosing South Point 
and Charging for entrance and limiting access flies in the face of Native Hawaiian 
Gathering Rights 
 
the Aina doesn't need more government 
fences and fee's 
 
aloha and mahalo 



I appreciate the timely response after looking more into the plan cost wasn't much of a 
concern. Hopefully night access can be resolved. I know some that went to the 
meeting was concerned about  $ & invest in the  Community. I hope in the future when 
revenues are increased DHHL can support the Local community organizations. Overall I 
am all for this plan & preserving Hawaiian Historic Site. 
Thanks for all the work that you have done. 

I like the toll booth, the parking, the gate with security personnel, regulating vehicle 
traffic, closing of the gate after hours will help.  

Installing toilets is a big plus for health concerns. 

I do not think that shuttling  tourist should be one of the the main focus on this 
management plan.  

Kaleo mentioned the money from the shuttle will go in to a general fund, so what good 
does that do for Ka'u. 

The dept should allow only eco tours instead of shuttle, everybody walks in and out.  

There will be at least 90 % less impact on our fragile eco system. 

Can a non profit do the eco tours and give 100% of revenue to benefit Ka'u? 

Protecting and preserving our natural and cultural resources were the most important 
concerns of our community in the two meetings I held last year. 

I would prefer that the dept focus on how, or what is the first steps in working with 
SHPD to the surveying, locating and then protection of historical, archaeological, 
and cultural sites. Then focus on on the preservation of these sites for future 
generations. 

The dept. needs to develop policies for Kama oa so they can be enforced by the 
security personnel, Ka'u police, sheriff dept. or DLNR enforcement. 

The dept needs to be in control by setting these rules/policies and be consistent in the 
enforcement.     

At our association meeting this past Wednesday August 24 a member asked me to do a 
letter to the Dept and commissioners to kick out the illegal shuttle people.   They made 
their family members park at the barracks. 

I hear a lot of complaints but about them blocking the road to kaulana while they stop 
tourist traffic. 



A member mentions their house being stoned  at night after the memorial day 
blocking of the road to Mahana. 

Many times you guys mention about helping Beneficiaries start their own 
businesses. Only two of the shuttle guys are beneficiaries the rest are not by blood 
quantum. 

Beneficiaries: 50% Hawaiian, Hawaiian On The Waitlist, A Lessee 

There may be other true Beneficiaries from Ka'u who may want to do a tour group.         

I would like Kaleo's or your input about our association doing a letter to the Dept and 
Commissioners to kick out the illegal shuttle operation?      

If Ka'u Hawaiian Home Lands Association needs to be the bad guys in this situation 
then we the members may have to deal with the repercussion. 

When making plans for DHHL the Dept. should not make plans for DLNR trust 
lands. They should focus on maintaining lands under DHHL so that beneficiaries will 
know which lands they are beneficiaries of.

The land above millineum high tide of 50 ft. is or should be managed by DLNR as 
well as the boat ramp and the fishing hoist. The cost to manage these lands will take 
away from DHHL funds. DLNR should manage these lands or funding from 
DLNR should be given to DHHL to manage these lands.

The parking area is good. This will keep vehicles only in a certain area. The road to 
Mahana should not be used due to erosion from vehicles on lands that DHHL manages 
for beneficiaries. Gates and security staff will help alleviate the erosion problem. 

A trail should be put in place or planned with the Ala Kahakai Trail that the Dept. of 
Interior is planning to have from Upolu Pt. to HVNP. This will help to cut the cost for 
DHHL.

The Hawaiian Home Lands Commissioners should be provided with more 
information before accepting this plan that DHHL is proposing. There are many loose 
ends that need to be answered.

When will DHHL start fulfilling their responsibility to the beneficiaries by putting them 
on the land.

"He ali'i ka 'aina; he kauwa ke kanaka" The land is a chief, man is it's servant.
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